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Exercise (Part of Exam 2010)

An economy is endowed with a stock of tropical rainforest of size S0. We assume at the

outset that there is no growth in the stock of forest, that is Ṡ = −Ht where Ht denotes

total harvest. Assume that there are many small firms with well-defined property rights

to extract timber from the forest. All firms face the same interest rate r and the some

general demand schedule D(pt) with choke price p̄. All firms incur the same constant

cutting cost c per unit of timber harvested. Denote the individual harvest by ht (with

0 ≤ ht ≤ h

m) adding up to total harvest Ht =

∑

 h

t. St ≥ 0 for all t.

(1) Discuss shortly why it could be reasonable to treat a natural forest as a non-
renewable rather than a renewable resource. Outline by reasoning the resulting private-
property extraction path. (It is not required to use optimal control to derive your answer,
but not prohibited either.) Will standing forest remain in the long run?

(2) The assumption that firms have well-defined property rights may not be satisfied.
Consider the case of open-access to the forest. What will the extraction path look like?

Let us change the setting by assuming that the forest is able to regenerate according to

some growth function G(S) and, furthermore, that all timber is sold on the world market

at a fixed price P.

(3) Discuss the private-property and the open-access extraction paths in this setting
and compare your answers to those found in (1) and (2). Discuss specifically whether
and under what conditions a positive standing stock remains in equilibrium.
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Bohn, H. & Deacon, R. T. (2000): Ownership Risk, Investment, and the Use of Natural

Resources, American Economic Review, 90, 526-549.

Link: http://www.jstor.org/stable/117341

For discussing the article, it might be fruitful to answer:

1. Topic

a.) Is the research question clearly identified?

b.) Is it an important question?

c.) What is the answer to a.), does it follow from the analysis?

2. Method

a.) What is the research strategy?

b.) Is it adequate?

c.) What are the key assumptions?

3. Relevance

a.) What is the novelty of research question and/or method?

b.) How does the paper inform future research in the area?

c.) What are the policy implications of the paper?
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